
Cherith has always liked her name, it’s different and people ask you about it and she 
doesn’t mind being called Cherry. It’s biblical, something to do with Elijah and hiding in a 
riverbed that she can’t quite remember but it means separation or gorge, a stream or river. 
Separate is certainly how she feels at the moment, adrift and not properly moored to life.  
 
Walking and matching the rhythm to the comfort from her headphones, a piece of music 
she listened to at a difficult time, Couperin. Towards the end there is a section with a bass 
line that walks in a steady circle down and back up, increasing in strength, surer steps, and 
in the same way the hammer strikes inside the piano, the hammer strikes her heart. The 
glass put up around her deepest feelings is struck and cracks a little, but it doesn’t break. 
The wind whistles through the cracks, leaves her uncomfortable, it’s difficult to get warm. 
The difference now is that rather than give in to the cold you know you can get warm. Or 
you know you will to survive the cold.  In some ways the music now has the opposite effect, 
the fingers that unconsciously find their way around the keys are the quiet learned 
confidence that you will be alright. 
 
She is headed for the beach, as far as you can call it that. It isn’t consistent, you need to go 
back to the pavement and back down because of steep rocky patches, there are some 
small sandy stretches but longer stretches that are littered with driftwood and rubbish and 
netting.  
 
Her favourite stretch is coming up. The wind catches sand along the beach, whips a layer 
from the top and lifts it up, shapes it and they appear. She can get lost with her thoughts, 
work through her memories and try to sort things out. It’s difficult to talk to people, to tell 
them that overall, yes, things are better and you’re fine but that doesn’t mean that it 
doesn’t affect you anymore. The things that happened haven’t left. You’re walking and they 
whisper around you. One wants to take you forward, wants to know where this is going, 
doesn’t like the uncertainty of only seeing where they’re being taken in little bursts. Another 
walks softly behind, clearing and arranging as they go, making sense of what’s left, 
discarding parts, hiding parts, polishing parts that it wants to give more weight to than what 
they really deserve. Leaving a tidier trail so that when you look back it makes sense that you 
are here. Another running alongside tugging gently but insistently at the elbow, wanting to 
know about those things, those things you need to do, have you done them, when will you 
do them, tonight? Should you really have done them earlier, in fact should you be here 
now? On the other side another, quietly carrying memories that won’t be forgotten but that 
you don’t pull out. They’re not like a worn but loved photograph, a creased and reread 
letter, because they don’t feel the same as those things. They’re not things that help you, 
but it’s ok that they’re there and sometimes they are quietly presented, and you give them 
time. We’re all surrounded by these shadows, at different times helping, hindering, trying, 
running, falling, persuading, twisting, lying. Trying to hear them all and then speak the truth 
as you understand it.  
 
You are here because they are. The wind will drop, and they’ll all fold back inside you, like 
Russian dolls. Sometimes if you’re careful, if you’re looking and you catch the eyes of 
another at just the right moment, you’ll see the sand swirl in theirs. 
 



Cherith sits on a rock, hoists herself further back up it, crosses her legs and kicks the sand 
from her boots. She thinks about the worst times, experiences that unexpectedly shattered 
her, ears ringing and at first, they dominated and she became their shadow. As time flows 
on, they become a hologram, flickering, some days sharp and other days she can’t quite 
discern their outline. A shadow, their power gone, but then some days assert themselves 
sharply. Like running around a corner into someone you didn’t want to see, like a sudden 
siren on a quiet road, like thunder in the night.  
 
Cherith thinks back to Greenwich, to a day that was warmer than expected and that she felt 
was the beginning of something, but it was actually the end. Watching it back and hating 
her naivety. Now she pities it.  
 
They walked up to observatory, stood with a foot on either side of the meridian line and he 
told her about a book he’d read where a girl did this. He told her he would get a copy for 
her. They walked back down to the water, sitting by the edge of the river eating leftover 
pesto tart from the night before and then peaches, both sticky, the water occasionally 
washing a little too high, their shoes wet. The lunchtime concert at Trinity, the beauty of the 
venue, the walk back to get the boat. She got the book and read it. There but for the. 
There but for the way we are hard wired, there but for the way that he didn’t feel anything 
for her, there but for the way that our hearts sail in other directions and never the twain 
shall meet. There but for the way he already had someone else who made him happy, there 
but for the way he didn’t quite understand what she was sometimes trying to tell him. There 
but for the way she was afraid and tried to be who he wanted. Silent, a story that will always 
be there but for the.  
 
In the weeks that followed he was gone and Cherith actually felt she didn’t mind that much. 
She missed someone being there, but she didn’t miss him. She had that small thrill of a new 
chapter that could play out any way at all. She had nights out, drank too much, woke up 
regretting it. The thrill wore off. She realized it wasn’t stress that had delayed her period.  
 
It took two years to come to terms with her decision. There were a few months where she 
felt nothing at all. Five years to feel more stable. She talked to people and found the only 
thing that helped was telling the story, telling the story over and over again. That becomes 
impossible after a while and so it runs internally instead, a conversation with no beginning 
and no end just a central act and then a questions mark. You can’t live like that, and now 
she knows this and has managed to move on but is surprised – no not surprised – shocked 
that she still thinks about it every day. It doesn’t hurt the same way; nothing ever does but it 
also doesn’t fade.  
 
Cherith now always feels like something is missing. Waking slowly in the morning, the 
gentle click of a Jacob’s ladder of thoughts falling, to the left, to the right, to the left, to the 
right, like Politics and landing in a similar place. Deception. Can she be honest about what 
isn’t there, what’s wrong? The missing settles, settles beneath her gut, slick and unstable 
like a pool of oil. It gently rocks all feelings of certainty, eats away at hope and dulls the 
shine. What if? These are the thoughts and memories that she takes on walks to the beach, 



on longer drives, that quietly sit down next to her during lulls in the office. At one point she 
realizes that what she feels is grief and it’s a grief that is permanently muted.  
 
Because being able to make choices is empowering. That is true. Being able to decide how 
you want to live your life is a privilege. That is true. Exercising those rights doesn’t make 
them feel good and then talking about it becomes even more difficult. It’s not something 
you can just raise. However strong you are or tell yourself you are, you still are fearful of 
judgment. 
 
Instead Cherith continues, talking only really to herself about that time. A riverbed, a 
separation, a gorge. Cut clean through the middle, on one side a full life. On the other 
ghosts of what never was or will be and Cherith alone in the middle.  
 
 
 
 
 


